
Fabrication of scaffold is one of the important key for bone tissue

engineering which is regarded as the most effective way to repairing bone

defects. It can be printed structures that can support biological tissues which

called scaffold. 3D printing which is Tabletop Robot TT, helps to fabricate

the artificial bone scaffold. However, there are some issues with integrating

the robot to a deposition head which needs commands in the form of a G-

File to deposit 3D material using continous paths. This Project aim is to

convert these g-code files to X-SEL software and get a concrete data for

printing. It can be designed and stimulated artifical bone scaffold with these

X-SEL files and codes.
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* Creation of physical objects from a three-dimensional

* Materials: polymers, metals, ceramics, concrete

- typically by laying these materials on top of each other.

Objectives

-To translate G-code files to a language that is compatible with the robot's

X-SEL software.

- To convert g-codes to X-SEL and printing these X-SEL files with IAI

brand 3D printer.

- To design and simulate artificial bone scaffold for effective healing
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Conclusions

There are some g-code files and these files are converted to X-SEL files but

how to convert these files was unknown. That is why a reseach was maden

and mailed with authorized people. Than it was learned that there is a

converter for this purpose which is DXF Point Converter. With this

converter, the drawing of SolidWorks’s x-axis and y-axis can be pointed and

learned for X-SEL. Thus, one step closer to the aim of fabrication of bone

scaffold.
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Types of 3D Printers

▪ FDM
▪ SLS 
▪ SGC
▪ SFF
▪ SLA

Advantages:

▪ Cheap
▪ Best resolution and Highly 

Accurate

Limitations:

▪ Limited Testing

FDM
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